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B diffusion measurements are used to probe the basic nature of self-interstitial point defects in Ge.

We find two distinct self-interstitial forms—a simple one with low entropy and a complex one with

entropy �30 k at the migration saddle point. The latter dominates diffusion at high temperature.

We propose that its structure is similar to that of an amorphous pocket—we name it a morph.

Computational modeling suggests that morphs exist in both self-interstitial and vacancylike forms, and

are crucial for diffusion and defect dynamics in Ge, Si, and probably many other crystalline solids.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.155501 PACS numbers: 61.72.J�, 61.72.Bb, 61.72.uf, 66.30.�h

Avast array of crystalline material properties arises from
the behavior of atomic-scale point defects, yet these
defects are poorly understood. Knowledge of simple point
defects—single atoms added interstitially to, or missing
from, an otherwise undisturbed lattice—is well establi-
shed from quantum theoretical calculations and low-
temperature experiments, but diffusion experiments hint
that more complex entities may be involved at high
temperatures relevant to industrial processing [1–5]. This
Letter provides the first definitive evidence for these
elusive complex defects and presents a specific physical
model for their structure and diffusion.

Recent interest in Ge-based nanoelectronics has led to
basic studies on diffusion [5–9] and implantation defects
[10,11] in crystalline Ge. Most dopants in Ge are found to
diffuse by vacancy mechanisms, with activation energies
below that of vacancy-mediated self-diffusion (� 3:1 eV),
but boron diffusion is an exception with an activation
energy of � 4:65 eV [6,12]. Experiments [5,7–9] show
that boron diffuses via the reaction Bþ I , BI, where B
represents substitutional boron, I the self-interstitial, and
BI a mobile dopant-interstitial complex. The energetics
involved is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The reduction in free energy on forming BI enables it to
migrate a mean projected distance � before dissociating to
B and I. The mean number of jumps before dissociation
depends on the energy difference between migration and
dissociation of BI and the diffusional entropies of I and BI.
In general,

� ¼ �0 expð�E�=kTÞ; (1)

where E� ¼ �ðEself;X þ Ebarrier � EAXÞ=2 and �0 ¼
ð4�a=fAXÞ1=2 exp½ðSAX � Sself;XÞ=2k�, A is the impurity

(here, boron), X the point defect driving AX diffusion
(here, I), a the capture radius for the forward reaction,
fAX the diffusion correlation factor (� 1), EAX, SAX, Eself;X,

Sself;X the activation energies and entropies of impurity

diffusion and self-diffusion via the species AX and X,
respectively, and Ebarrier the energy barrier to the forward
reaction (Fig. 2). Similarly to the case of Si, where E� ¼
�0:5 eV [13] and Ebarrier < 0:05 eV [14], recent experi-
ments in Ge in the temperature range T > 0:65Tm yield E�

in the range �0:8 [7] to �0:6 eV [8] with Ebarrier � 0 eV
[7–9]. Using Eq. (1) above this implies Eself;I � EBI � 1:2
to 1.6 eV, and since EBI � 4:65 eV [6], we find Eself;I �
5:85 to 6.25 eV. This is nearly 2 eV higher than predicted
from first principles [15], and more than 1 eV higher than
Eself;I in Si [16].

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of total energy versus con-
figuration for the reaction mediating B diffusion in Ge. Also
shown are energies inferred from previous experiments. EBI and
Eself;I are the respective energies of BI and I at their migration

saddle points, relative to that of substitutional B.
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At lower temperatures, data on B diffusion in Ge show
a quite different behavior of the migration length [7–9];
as Fig. 2 shows, E� changes from about �0:75 eV at
T > 550 �C to about þ0:06 eV at lower T. It has previ-
ously been suggested that the high-T results reflect the true
activation energy while the low-T results are an artifact of
BI trapping at C or O atoms in the MBE-grown Ge used
in Ref. [7]. Here we propose an alternative view; the
low-T results arise from dissociation into a different
self-interstitial species with lower activation energy and
entropy.

To test this idea we have repeated the experiments, now
using CVD-grown epitaxial Ge in which trap concentra-
tions are definitively too low to affect B diffusion [12].
Extracted values of � are shown in Fig. 2, together with
previous results [7–9,17,18]. Our data points are perfectly
consistent with the earlier results, despite the absence of
traps—thus strongly supporting our proposal of two self-
interstitial species. Assuming EBI ¼ 4:65 eV over the full
temperature range of Fig. 2, we have fitted the results in
Fig. 2 with a formula based on two self-interstitial forms
[12]. For the low-T self-interstitial, which we label I, we
find Eself;I � 4:55 eV and S � 4 k, whereas for the high-T
self-interstitial, labeled I , Eself;I � 6:1 eV and S � 30 k.
The low-T value of Eself;I agrees with first-principles

calculations for a localized self-interstitial in Ge [4] and
the corresponding entropy value confirms I is indeed a
simple point defect. In contrast, the high-T value is unex-
plained by theory and its entropy has an extreme, record-
breaking value. One way to explain this would be to invoke
premelting effects, i.e., melting fluctuations that occur
close to the transition to the liquid phase. However, this
explanation seems to be ruled out by the near-constant
activation energy over the observed temperature range,
and the fact that this range is far below the melting point.
We propose instead that I has a complex, thermodynami-
cally stable structure incorporating a number of atoms
from the lattice.
The sharpness of the transition between the two diffu-

sion regimes can be explained if there is a reaction barrier
between the two defect forms. Figure 3 shows a model
for the energy and entropy of self-interstitials that extend
over different volumes of the lattice (N atoms occupying
a volume normally occupied by N � 1 lattice atoms).
At low temperature the simple form is dominant, while at
high temperature the complex form dominates.
It is obviously of great interest to know what physical

form the complex defect takes, and a simple model of a
small disordered region leads to interesting semiquantita-
tive predictions. A rough upper limit on the number of
atoms in the defect is N < Sself;I=sf, where sf is its for-

mation entropy per atom and the inequality applies because
Sself;I includes both formation and migration entropy.

Applying this to Seeger’s liquid drop model of an extended

FIG. 2 (color online). Migration length of BI in Ge versus
1=kT. Open symbols: thermal diffusion data from Ref. [7]
(diamond) and Ref. [9] (triangle), and oxide precipitate-
enhanced diffusion data from Ref. [17] (square). Shaded sym-
bols: postimplant diffusion data from this work (circles), Ref. [7]
(diamonds), and Ref. [8] (squares). Solid symbols: H-irradiation
enhanced diffusion (RED) data from Ref. [7] (diamonds),
Ref. [9] (triangles), and Ref. [17] (square). Cross symbol:
O-RED data from Ref. [18] (O gives less ionization than H
per atomic displacement). The curves are fits of Eq. (1) gener-
alized to account for competing dissociation channels to two
self-interstitial forms, I and I . The best fit under nonirradiation
conditions (solid curve) is obtained with E� ¼ ð�0:725�
0:10Þ eV, �0 ¼ 0:62 pm for I , and E� ¼ ð0:06� 0:02Þ eV,
�0 ¼ 50 nm for I. Under RED conditions (dashed curve) the
fitted values of E� shift 0.025 eV in the negative direction. This
could be accounted for by a reduction of 0.05 eV in the migration
energy of BI under H irradiation.

FIG. 3 (color online). Schematic diagram of enthalpy, E,
entropic energy term, �TS, and resultant Gibbs free energy,
G, for the self-interstitial as function of size, illustrating how a
simple structure may dominate at low T and a complex structure
dominate at high T. N represents the number of lattice atoms
incorporated into the defect; zero or one in the case of a compact
self-interstitial (e.g., a simple or split interstitial), but much
larger in the case of an amorphous pocket, though this still
only contains one excess atom.
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point defect [1], sf would be the entropy of fusion,

3:6 k=atom, resulting in a value of N < 8. This is too small
to behave like a bulk liquid as confined liquids become
solidlike [19], with much lower entropy and internal
energy per atom.

Thus it is interesting to consider a larger structure, with a
formation energy per atom rather close to that of the
crystalline solid, yet with high entropy. We postulate an
extended region, or morph, having regular coordination
with the surrounding lattice but containing the basic build-
ing blocks found in amorphous material (for example, in
Ge and Si, four, five, six and/or seven-membered rings). In
the case of an interstitial-like defect (imorph) the structure
would contain one extra atom and in a vacancylike defect
(v morph) there would be a deficit of one atom.

A very rough estimate of the formation energy of
morphs, independent of specific structures, can be obtained
using a semiempirical, macroscopic approach. We assume
a spherical inclusion and write

Ef ¼ HcN þ E"ð�Þ þ Ebd;

� ¼ ð1þ �ÞðN þ nÞ=N � 1

where Hc is the heat of crystallization of the amorphous
phase, E" is the misfit strain energy, and Ebd is an addi-
tional bond distortion energy [12]. Literature values for Hc

are significantly scattered [20,21] and not always mutually
consistent with published entropy values—here we use
Hc � 0:1 eV=atom for Ge and 0:12 eV=atom for Si. The
misfit � contains two factors, one related to the volume
mismatch � between crystalline and amorphous phases
(� � 1:5% for Si and Ge), the other to the excess number
of atoms in the defect (n ¼ 1 for I , n ¼ �1 for V , the v
morph). Strain energy is roughly estimated from the Birch-
Murnaghan high-pressure equation of state [22], assuming
the defect is surrounded by a rigid matrix [12]. Finally, we
choose Ebd ¼ 1 eV to match our measured activation en-
ergy for I in Ge. This procedure yields rough estimates of
Ef for I andV in Ge and Si as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(e).

Energy is minimized when strain energy (which decreases
with N at small N values) equals constitutive energy
(which increases monotonically with N).

Because entropy increases with N, at finite T the mini-
mum in Gibbs free energy occurs at larger N. For I , an
entropy of 1 k=atom in Si or Ge (assumed equally distrib-
uted between formation and migration entropy) and a
value of N � 30 in Ge gives good agreement with our
experiment-based diffusion entropy estimate of 26.6 k.
For the sake of precision it is worth noting that, during
morph migration, the center of mass of the defect moves by
only a fraction of the normal self-interstitial jump length
per rebonding event [12]. This leads to a small correction
of about 2.5 k in the entropy inferred from our experiment;
i.e., we obtain S � 30 k. However, as our model is inher-
ently approximate and our estimated diffusion entropy per
atom is drawn from scattered literature data [23] our results

should not be seen as exact predictions but rather as an
indication of trends.
We now take a closer look at the trends shown in Fig. 4,

and draw comparisons with published experimental data
where available. As shown in the left half of Fig. 4, the
predicted formation energies of morphs are comparable to
those of simple point defects and their Gibbs free energies
are lower. This suggests the predominant vacancy and self-
interstitial species in Si might also be morphs. Low Gf

values for morphs could account for numerous unexplained
experimental observations. For example, the huge scatter
of literature data for point-defect concentrations and
diffusivities in Si could arise from different coupling
between populations of low-concentration, fast-diffusing
simple point defects and high concentration, slow-
diffusing morphs in different experiments. This interplay
could be crucial for understanding defect formation during
crystal growth and electronic device fabrication, and
explain discrepancies between point-defect parameters
needed to model processes at different length, time, and
temperature scales.
The relative contributions of simple point defects and

morphs to diffusion also depend on their respective migra-
tion energies. Morph migration relies on peripheral
rebonding, the process involved in solid-phase epitaxy
(SPE). Hence, for a rough estimate of morph migration
energies we use the SPE activation energies for Ge [24] and
Si [25]: 2.1 eV and 2.85 eV, respectively. As shown in the
right half of Fig. 4, for I this leads to Eself values of around
6 eV in Si and Ge, but a significantly lower Gself owing to
the large entropies involved.

FIG. 4 (color online). Energy and Gibbs free energy (at
700 �C) of defect formation [left-hand panels: (a),(b),(e),(f)]
and self-diffusion [right-hand panels: (c),(d),(g),(h)] for Ge
(top) and Si (bottom), as functions of N. Values for simple point
defects are shown at left of each panel (I—closed symbol;
V—open symbol). Estimated values for morphs are shown by
solid curves (I—upper curve, V—lower curve). Stars indicate
the free-energy minima for morphs in their stable state (b),(f),
and at the diffusion saddle point (d),(h). Dashed lines show
values when strain energy is omitted.
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In the case of V we find a self-diffusion activation
energy of about 5 eV in Si and Ge. This indicates the
compact vacancy, with activation energy 3.1 eV, dominates
self-diffusion in Ge, a result consistent with experimental
data showing a single activation energy over several hun-
dred degrees [26]. However, in Si, our model suggests V
may contribute significantly. Our estimated 5 eVactivation
energy is close to the experimental value of 4.86 eV for
vacancy-mediated self-diffusion in Si at high T [4].
Moreover, our high migration-energy value of 2.85 eV
for the morph in Si agrees quite well with the vacancy
migration energy observed experimentally at high T [3]
(� 1:65 eV, contrasting with � 0:5 eV at low T). This
consistent picture of a morph-type vacancy at high T and
a simple vacancy at low T resolves previous controversy
on vacancy-mediated self-diffusion [27]. This point is
discussed in further detail in Ref. [12].

It is also instructive to compare our modeled entropy
values with published experimental data. Our values
of � 9 k for V in Si, 16 k for I in Si, and 30 k for I in
Ge are well matched by experimental high-T diffusion
entropy values of 10 k for V in Si [4], 12 k for I in Si
[4], and about 30 k for I in Ge (our experiments), respec-
tively [star symbols in Figs. 4(f) and 4(d), again attributing
1 k=atom].

Finally, our model may resolve several further unex-
plained features of diffusion and defect dynamics in Si
and Ge which at first sight would seem unrelated. First, it
predicts broadly similar free energies of formation, migra-
tion, and thus self-diffusion for I and V in the same
material, because the free energy of a morph is related to
the number of atoms involved. For example, a morph with
29 atoms on a 30-atom crystalline footprint is a V , while
one with 31 atoms is an I ; these will have similar config-
urational free energies of formation and migration. This
neatly explains, for the first time, the notable coincidence
of interstitial and vacancy-mediated self-diffusion coeffi-
cients in Si at high T [4]. Second, the predominance
of a complex, high-entropy self-interstitial in Ge may
explain the anomalously low recombination rate for self-
interstitials at the Ge surface [5]. If I recombines at
specific localized sites, as is thought to occur with simple
point defects, recombination will be inhibited by a free-
energy barrier as the defect shrinks and annihilates. Third,
the low formation energies of interstitial and vacancy-type
morphs in Ge may explain the ease with which Ge amorph-
izes during ion bombardment with energy density above
about 0:1 eV=atom [28]. In this picture, rather than form-
ing predominantly simple point defects that can migrate
and recombine, the bombardment produces I and V
morphs that are immobile at room temperature and so
accumulate and ultimately overlap.

It is clearly important to test the predictions of our
semiempirical model against atomistic calculations. We
have therefore conducted initial molecular dynamics

(MD) calculations, using a potential that gives an energy
gap between the crystalline and relaxed amorphous phases
of about 0.1 eV [29], close to experimentally observed
values for Si and Ge. This choice is crucial to success as
substantially higher energy gaps (� 3 times higher with
the frequently used Stillinger-Weber potential [30]) incor-
rectly penalize morph formation. We find characteristic
morph structures that are thermally stable and mobile at
high temperature, and migrate by shape shifting through
numerous configurations of similar energy. By way of
illustration, two snapshots of the same self-interstitial
defect, taken 20 ps apart during diffusion at T � 0:95
Tm, are shown in Fig. 5. At lower temperatures similar
morph structures are seen and occasional transitions
between the compact and morph forms occur. Broadly
similar results are found for vacancies, with a slightly
smaller defect size and fewer structural permutations—
again consistent with our predicted trend. A full discussion
of MD calculations for native defects in the diamond lattice
at high temperature will be presented elsewhere.
In conclusion, at high temperature the self-interstitial in

Ge is a complex, mutable yet robust structure of dimen-
sions �1 nm, with a structure similar to an amorphous
pocket. Analogous morph structures are expected to exist
for both the self-interstitial and vacancy in Si. More gen-
erally, there is the exciting possibility that morphs occur
throughout the wide range of crystalline materials that have
a small amorphous-crystalline energy gap, including
important geophysical materials like ice and advanced
technological materials such as high-� dielectrics. Since
point-defect properties are fundamental to materials
behavior in applications from industrial processing to
glacier dynamics we believe this novel class of point
defects merits extensive further study.

FIG. 5 (color online). Two MD simulation frames, separated
by 20 ps, showing migration of an i morph through part of a
10,000 atom simulation volume. Seven-membered rings are
shown with thin (yellow) ‘‘bonds’’, five-membered with thicker
(blue) bonds, and fewer-membered with the thickest bonds. Dots
mark atomic positions on the surrounding diamond lattice.
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